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placed cashew nuts where the pebble 
had been, in �0 trials over three days. 
Testing took place in visual isolation 
from the group, but (to avoid the 
stress of isolation) in the company of 
Heidi, a submissive female. 

In the first test, after trying an 
undersized stick from the aviary’s 
floor, Figaro started breaking a large 
splinter off the beam (European 
larch, which had previously been 
left untouched by the animals), 
using his beak through the wire 
mesh. Heidi joined in for the last 
cut, but Figaro chased her away and 
finally got hold of the splinter by 
threading it in through the mesh. He 
immediately started to use it to rake 
in the nut. Occasionally the nut fell 
off the distal side of the beam, and 
we repositioned it. The curved bill 
forced the bird to work diagonally 
downwards to see the movement of 
the reward (see Supplemental Movie 
S�). Figaro combined straight pulls 
(placing the tool’s end behind the 
nut and pulling it towards him) and 
sideward levering movements against 
the grid. He used �0 tools in �0 trials, 
nine of which were manufactured and 
one ready-made (Figure �A). 

Time for manufacture improved 
across trials, indicative of learning, 
but, notably, improvement was 
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Accounts of complex tool innovations 
in animals, particularly in species not 
adaptively specialized for doing so, 
are exceedingly rare and often linked 
to advanced cognitive abilities in the 
physical domain [�], even though the 
relation between such capabilities 
and intelligence is poorly understood 
[2]. For this reason, discoveries 
of such capabilities transcend 
anecdotal value and contribute 
significantly to comparative cognition 
[3–5]. Among birds, there are several 
reports of tool innovations in corvids, 
but very few documented records 
in other families (for example 
[�,3–7]). Here, we report a case of 
spontaneous tool innovation in the 
Goffin’s cockatoo (Cacatua goffini), 
a species endemic to the Tanimbar 
archipelago in Indonesia. Like most 
corellas, they live in social groups 
(~�0–�00) in tropical dry forests, 
roost in simple tree holes, and feed 
mainly on a seed based diet (which 
occasionally causes interference with 
agriculture) [9]. There are no records 
of tool-related behavior in the wild. 
We report how a captive male named 
Figaro successfully, reliably and 
repeatedly, made and used stick-type 
tools to rake in food, manufacturing 
them from two different materials 
and displaying different steps and 
techniques.

During apparently playful 
explorations, Figaro inserted a stone 
pebble through the aviary wire mesh, 
where it fell on a structural wooden 
beam. After attempting to reach the 
pebble with his claw, he went away, 
fetched a piece of bamboo, returned, 
and used it to fish (unsuccessfully) for 
the stone, adjusting the movement 
of the functional tool-end to the 
movement of the pebble. To follow 
this serendipitous observation we 

Correspondence not gradual: the first attempt took 
nearly 25 minutes, but afterwards 
the mean time for manufacture was 
short and stable (excluding the first 
test, X ± SE = 2:27±0:34; Figure 
�B). Except for tool T6, which was 
initially too long (Figaro halved it 
following one ineffective raking 
attempt) the splinters were cut off 
at their final, suitable, length (Figure 
S� in the Supplemental Information). 
T9 was a piece of bamboo from the 
aviary’s floor. T�0’s manufacturing 
was complex, involving four cuts to 
a branching twig on the aviary floor 
(Figure �C). The first cut (cut �) was 
discarded; he then (cut 2) removed 
a large side arm from near the twig’s 
stem by stepping on the stem whilst 
twisting off the sidearm with his beak. 
Figaro tried the entire side arm first, 
but after an unsuccessful insertion 
attempt shortened the remaining first 
by a third (cut 3) and finally cut the 
remaining part in half (cut 4). He used 
the resulting distal piece successfully 
to retrieve the food.

We tested another male, Pipin, and 
Heidi in the same situation. Pipin 
did not try to use tools, but Heidi, 
who had witnessed Figaro’s tests, 
(unsuccessfully) showed components 
of the behavior, breaking off small 
chips of wood and inserting them 

Figure �. Manufacture and use of Tools �-�0.
(A) Tools used (T�-T�0); tool length in mm; T�-T8=splinter tools; T9=bamboo tool; T�0=twig 
tool. (B) Blue: time for tool manufacture; red: time for tool use (from manufacture to retrieval) 
for each trial in minutes. (C) Manufacture of T�0 using four sequential cuts.
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through the mesh. Like Figaro’s, 
Heidi’s attempts were not shaped by 
direct reinforcement, but could either 
have reflected her social experience 
with Figaro or independent attempts 
at the same solution.

Several added factors make 
Figaro’s performance interesting. 
First, his raking actions were 
particularly challenging because the 
tool movements were constantly 
adjusted to the shifting position of 
the target, and impeded by the mesh. 
Second, the comparison with corvids 
is instructive. Among corvids, blue 
jays ripping pieces of newspaper 
to rake in food pellets provide an 
earlier example of similar innovation 
by a non-tool user [5]. Parrots and 
corvids are unlikely to share tool-
using ancestors, but being equally 
notable in terms of learning, brain 
size and anatomy [8] both provide 
an arena to test hypotheses for the 
evolution of different aspects of 
intelligence. Most corvids, however, 
are nest builders and have straight 
beaks, while most parrots are cavity 
nesters and have curved beaks that 
impede easy holding of stick-type 
tools as prolongations of the beak 
[6]. Thus, Figaro overcame various 
morphological (beak curvature, tool 
held against upper mandible with 
tongue), ecological (the species is 
unknown to use tools and nests in 
cavities) and situational (splinter 
tools cut and used through the mesh) 
constraints, making his performance 
difficult to explain in terms of 
recombination of conventionally 
acquired, previously reinforced 
behaviours [�0]. 

Our observations prove that 
innovative tool-related problem-
solving is within this species’ 
cognitive resources. As it is unknown 
for tools to play a major role in this 
species’ ecology, this strengthens 
the view that tool competences 
can originate on general physical 
intelligence, rather than just 
as problem-specific ecological 
solutions (see discussions in [2,4]). 
The precise cognitive operations 
underlying such innovations are 
still unknown, but future studies 
may continue to unravel them by 
modifying the tasks, and controlling 
the developmental history and pre-
experimental experience across 
different groups of subjects. 

Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes ex-
perimental procedures, one Figure and 
one Movie and can be found with this 
article online at http://dx.doi.org/�0.�0�6/
j.cub.20�2.09.002.
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